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The development of multi-photon imaging technique has
greatly facilitated in vivo time-lapse imaging and enables
comparison of the fine morphological structures of individ-
ual neurons over time. Despite the fact that 4D data
acquisition has become easier and can be applied to a
variety of brain tissues, both in vivo and in tissue slices, the
analysis of these 4D data remains extremely laborious and
painstaking. Manual analysis greatly limits the pace of
research and introduces errors. Recent work suggests that
an automated dynamic analysis tool can be successfully
applied to time-lapse images of cultured neurons,
1 which
are flat and relatively simple. So far no such automated
analysis program has yet been reported for in vivo 4D
image analysis, which poses several technical challenges,
including alignment of complex 3 dimensional structures
across time points, and identification of persistent and
dynamic structures.
The goals of the Diadem Challenge were to generate
algorithms for automated reconstruction of light microscope
images of 3D neural structures. Quantitativecharacterization
of neuronal structure will be extremely valuable for the
identification of cell types, to establish and interpret neuronal
connectivity maps, for comparative analysis across individu-
als, brain regions or experimental conditions, and to identify
plasticity events and mechanisms that regulate plasticity, for
instance by analysis of the structure of neurons from animals
of different genotypes or withdifferent experience or training.
These goals are based on the premise that neuronal morphol-
o g yi ss t e r e o t y p i c ,s ot h a td a t af r o ms i n g l er e c o n s t r u c t i o n sa r e
meaningful within a dataset.
Participants of the Diadem Challenge explored different
model-based algorithms based on either local voxel
information or global objective function of the image to
automatically reconstruct the neuronal structure.
2 The
ultimate goal is to achieve completely automated recon-
struction with high precision and efficiency. Progress
demonstrated by participants of the Diadem Challenge
indicates that the development of algorithms for automated
reconstruction of neuronal structures is very promising and
will be able to significantly facilitate supervised reconstruc-
2 Bas, E. and Erdogmus, D., Principal Curves as Skeletons of Tubular
Objects: Locally Characterizing the Structures of Axons. Neuro-
informatics (2011); Narayanaswamy, A., Wang, Y., and Roysam, B.,
A Preprocessing Pipeline to Enhance 3-D Images of Neuronal Arbors.
Neuroinformatics (2011); Wang, Y., Narayanaswamy, A., Tsai, C., and
Roysam, B., Generally Applicable 3D Neuron Tracing Approach and
System based on Open-Curve Snake. Neuroinformatics (2011); Zhao,
T. et al., Automated Reconstruction of Neuronal Morphology Based
on Local Geometrical and Global Structural Models. Neuroinfor-
matics. Neuroinformatics (2011); Tretken, E., Gonzolez, G., Blum, C.,
and Fua, P., Automated Reconstruction of Dendritic and Axonal Trees
by Global Optimization with Geometric Priors. Neuroinformatics.
Neuroinformatics (2011); Chothani, P., Mehta, V., and Stepanyants,
A., Automated tracing of neurites from light microscopy stacks of
images. Neuroinformatics (2011).
1 Al-Kofahi, O., Radke, R. J., Roysam, B., and Banker, G., Automated
semantic analysis of changes in image sequences of neurons in
culture. IEEE Trans Biomed Eng 53 (6), 1109 (2006).
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exciting and will have a huge impact on current research in
basic neuroscience and as it pertains to human disease.
One important advance from this point will be to
automate analysis of time-lapse imaging data. Applications
of automated analysis of time-lapse imaging data include
analysis of the development of neuronal structure and
acquisition of cell type specific morphological features,
analysis of mechanisms of structural plasticity, and events
underlying degenerative and regenerative events.
Classical Work Comparing Morphologies
of Populations of Neurons
Classical experiments have demonstrated that neuronal
structure changes in response to sensory experience. For
instance, using both electrophysiological and anatomical
methods, Hubel, Weisel, Levay and colleagues showed
ocular dominance column plasticity in non-human primates
(Fig. 1) and other mammals with front-facing eyes.
3 Using
the three-eyed frog experimental system,
4 Reh and
Constantine-Paton showed that blockade of action potential
activity with tetrodotoxin (TTX) desegregated ocular
dominance columns,
5,6 a result that was subsequently
reproduced in mammals.
6 These results indicated that
action potential activity in sensory inputs was an important
element in organizing central projections. Reh and
Constantine-Paton made another important observation:
they reported that TTX treatment increased the elaboration
of retinal axon arbors.
5 Although the mechanisms
underlying this widely observed effect of TTX treatment
are still unclear, this was the first demonstration that
neuronal activity affected the growth and structure of
individual neurons. Subsequently Antonini and Stryker
conducted heroic experiments (Fig. 1) which demonstrated
that the morphology of individual geniculocortical axons
changes over periods of days in response to decreased
visual experience.
7 Specifically, by comparing populations
of neurons from animals treated with monocular depri-
vation, they found that geniculocortical axons carrying
information in the open eye pathway elaborated more
c o m p l e xa x o na r b o r st h a na x o n si nt h ed e p r i v e d - e y e
pathway.
8 These experiments were important because
they demonstrated that sensory input activity governed
the elaboration of neuronal axons and that the gross
re-organization of ocular dominance columns in
monocularly-deprived animals seen using radioactive
tracers reported a population-level change in neuronal
structure, rather than, for instance, a change in the
distribution of axons within layer 4 of visual cortex. It is
important to point out that these conclusions were
generated by comparing populations of neurons from
3 Hubel, D. H., Weisel, T. N., and LeVay, S., Plasticity of ocular
dominance columns in monkey striate cortex. Phil. Trans. R. Soc.
Lond. (B) 278, 377 (1977).
4 Law, MI and Constantine-Paton, M, Anatomy and physiology of
experimentally produced striped tecta. J. Neuroscience 1, 741 (1981).
5 Reh, T. and Constantine-Paton, M., Eye-specific segregation requires
neural activity in three-eyed Rana pipiens. J. Neurosci. 5, 1132
(1985).
6 Katz, L. C. and Shatz, C. J., Synaptic activity and the construction of
cortical circuits. Science 274, 1132 (1996).
Fig. 1 a Ocular dominance plastici t yi nn o n - h u m a np r i m a t e s
following monocular deprivation, according to autoradiographic
visualization of radiolabel injected into one eye. Adapted from Hubel,
Levay and Weisell, 1977. b Examples of geniculocortical axon arbor
structures from cats with monocular deprivation. Axons from the
closed eye and open eye pathways are shown. Adapted from Antonini
and Stryker, 1993
7 Antonini, A. and Stryker, M. P., Rapid remodeling of axonal arbors
in the visual cortex. Science 260 (5115), 1819 (1993).
8 Antonini, A. and Stryker, M. P., Plasticity of geniculocortical
afferents following brief or prolonged monocular occlusion in the
cat. J Comp Neurol 369 (1), 64 (1996).
108 Neuroinform (2011) 9:107–112animals at different stages and treated with different visual
stimulation or deprivation paradigms, so that specific
information about cellular mechanisms governing elabo-
ration or regression of axon arbor development could not
be determined.
Time-Lapse in vivo Imaging: the Value of 4 Dimensional
Data Sets
Many studies have documented the invasion and develop-
ment of axon arbors by comparing samples across different
developmental timepoints.
9 In parallel, other studies dem-
onstrated an increase followed by a gradual decrease in
synapse density.
10 Together these studies suggested a model
in which axon arbors go through a period of exuberant
elaboration and excess synaptogenesis followed by an
elimination phase, in which both synapses and axon
branches were pruned. As described by Hua and Smith,
11
this classical model of sequential axon arbor elaboration
and pruning is not borne out by time-lapse in vivo imaging
of developing retinotectal axons in Xenopus frog tadpoles
and Zebrafish.
12,13 Rather, branch addition and synapto-
genesis are concurrent with branch retraction and synapse
elimination for both axons and dendrites, as suggested by
light microscopy time-lapse data
14 and demonstrated more
conclusively by combining in vivo time-lapse imaging with
subsequent serial section electron microscopy.
15 Impor-
tantly, the final structure of the axon is indistinguishable
(Fig. 2), and these fundamental differences in the cellular
mechanisms, and therefore the molecular/genetic/signaling
events underlying arbor development, would only be recog-
nized bytime-lapseinvivoimagingdata.One repercussionof
the concurrent model is that the protracted period of synaptic
9 Katz, L. C. and Shatz, C. J., Synaptic activity and the construction of
cortical circuits. Science 274 (5290), 1133 (1996); Luo, L. and
O’Leary, D. D., Axon retraction and degeneration in development and
disease. Annu Rev Neurosci 28, 127 (2005).
10 Cragg, B. G., The development of synapses in the visual system of
the cat. J Comp Neurol 160 (2), 147 (1975); Huttenlocher, P. R. and
Dabholkar, A. S., Regional differences in synaptogenesis in human
cerebral cortex. J Comp Neurol 387 (2), 167 (1997); Rakic, P. et al.,
Concurrent overproduction of synapses in diverse regions of the
primate cerebral cortex. Science 232 (4747), 232 (1986); Warton, S. S.
and McCart, R., Synaptogenesis in the stratum griseum superficiale of
the rat superior colliculus. Synapse 3 (2), 136 (1989).
11 Hua, J. Y. and Smith, S. J., Neural activity and the dynamics of
central nervous system development. Nat Neurosci 7 (4), 327
(2004).
Fig. 2 Diagram of the
differences between the
sequential and concurrent mod-
els of neuronal arbor develop-
ment. In the ‘sequential’ model,
axons have a period of
exuberant process outgrowth
and synaptogenesis, followed by
a separate period of branch
pruning and synapse
elimination. In the ‘concurrent’





Hua and Smith, 2004
12 Alsina, B., Vu, T., and Cohen-Cory, S., Visualizing synapse
formation in arborizing optic axons in vivo: dynamics and modulation
by BDNF. Nat Neurosci 4 (11), 1093 (2001); Meyer, M. P. and Smith,
S. J., Evidence from in vivo imaging that synaptogenesis guides the
growth and branching of axonal arbors by two distinct mechanisms. J
Neurosci 26 (13), 3604 (2006); Ruthazer, E. S., Li, J., and Cline, H.
T., Stabilization of axon branch dynamics by synaptic maturation. J
Neurosci 26 (13), 3594 (2006); Witte, S., Stier, H., and Cline, H. T., In
vivo observations of timecourse and distribution of morphological
dynamics in Xenopus retinotectal axon arbors. J Neurobiol 31 (2), 219
(1996); O’Rourke, N. A., Cline, H. T., and Fraser, S. E., Rapid
remodeling of retinal arbors in the tectum with and without blockade
of synaptic transmission. Neuron 12, 921 (1994); Witte, S., Stier, H.,
and Cline, H. T., In vivo observations of timecourse and distribution
of morphological dynamics in Xenopus retinotectal axon arbors.
Journal of Neurobiology 31 (2), 219 (1996).
13 O’Rourke, N. A. and Fraser, S. E., Dynamic changes in optic fiber
terminal arbors lead to retinotopic map formations: An in vivo
confocal microscopic study. Neuron 5, 159 (1990).
14 Jontes, J. D., Buchanan, J., and Smith, S. J., Growth cone and dendrite
dynamics inzebrafish embryos: earlyevents insynaptogenesisimagedin
vivo. Nat Neurosci 3 (3), 231 (2000); Niell, C. M., Meyer, M. P., and
Smith, S. J., In vivo imaging of synapse formation on a growing
dendritic arbor. Nat Neurosci 7 (3), 254 (2004); Wu, G.-Y., Zou, D. J.,
Rajan, I., and Cline, H.T., Dendritic dynamics in vivo change during
neuronal maturation. J. Neurosci. 19, 4472 (1999).
15 Li, J., Erisir, A., and Cline, H. T., In vivo time-lapse imaging and
serial section electron microscopy reveal developmental synaptic
rearrangements. Neuron 69, in press (2011).
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treatment interventions in the event of trauma to the nervous
system. This serves as but one example of the essential need
for in vivo time-lapse imaging data for accurate identification
of mechanisms governing brain development, circuit plastic-
ity and neurological diseases.
Analysis of 4 Dimensional Data Sets
The development of multi-photon imaging techniques has
greatly facilitated in vivo time-lapse imaging, which
enables comparison of the fine morphological structures
of individual neurons over time. Despite the fact that 4D
data acquisition has become easier and can be applied to a
variety of brain tissues, both in vivo and in tissue slices, the
analysis of these 4D data remains extremely laborious and
painstaking. Although there have been many successful
studies in this area, which have provided intriguing and
valuable information for understanding mechanisms of
neuronal structural plasticity, the analysis is mostly done
by manually scoring the features of neuronal structures,
such as branch tips/spines/boutons in either 3D reconstruc-
tions or 2D maximum intensity projection images, and
comparing these features across reconstructions from
separate time points. This manual analysis greatly limits
the pace of research and introduces errors. In addition,
different scoring criteria used by different labs or different
individuals within labs likely contribute to discrepancies in
the experimental results, which brings additional difficulties
in the comparison of results from different labs.
16
The magnitude of structural changes in time-lapse
imaging data can determine the choice of analysis and type
of data presentation. The first time-lapse in vivo imaging
experiments of retinotectal axon arbor development col-
lected images at daily intervals.
13 Because the changes in
the arbor structure were often large (Fig. 3), data were
analyzed by quantifying cumulative increases in features of
neuronal structure, such as total branch length or branch tip
numbers, based on 2 dimensional drawings of reconstructed
neurons.
13 Studies in which images were collected at more
frequent intervals allowed identification of specific dynam-
ic events, including branch addition, extension, shortening
or retraction or branch stabilization within axonal or
dendritic arbors either from manual drawings of neurons,
17
or maximal image projections and manual analysis of spine
dynamics or using custom macros, for instance in
MatLab.
18 Although these studies do reveal structural
dynamics associated with a variety of normal and patho-
logical conditions, analysis of 2 dimensional data with
manual scoring introduces a variety of errors.
Subsequently, reconstructions were done to maintain the
3 dimensional information content, so more accurate
identification of neuronal branches and spines could be
made and more accurate measurements of changes in
dendritic, axonal or spine structures could be accomplished
using macros written in NIH Image, Image J
19 or other
custom analysis software.
20 Quantitative analysis of struc-
tural dynamics includes changes in dynamic behaviors of
individual branches, branch lifetimes, and rates of branch
16 Holtmaat, A. and Svoboda, K., Experience-dependent structural
synaptic plasticity in the mammalian brain. Nat Rev Neurosci 10 (9),
647 (2009).
17 Rajan, I. and Cline, H.T., Glutamate receptor activity is required for
normal development of tectal cell dendrites in vivo. J. Neurosci. 18,
7836 (1998); Rajan, I., Witte, S., and Cline, H.T., NMDA receptor
activity stabilizes presynaptic retinotectal axons and postsynaptic optic
tectal cell dendrites in vivo. J. Neurobiol. 38, 357 (1999).
Fig. 3 Examples of large-scale rearrangements of retinotectal axon
arbor structure observed by in vivo time-lapse images collected at
daily intervals. From O’Rourke and Fraser, 1990
19 Ruthazer, E. S. et al., in Imaging in Neuroscience and Development,
edited by R. Yuste and A. Konnerth (Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
Press, Cold Spring Harbor, 2004); Keck, T. et al., Massive restructur-
ing of neuronal circuits during functional reorganization of adult
visual cortex. Nat Neurosci 11 (10), 1162 (2008).
20 Yang, G., Pan, F., and Gan, W. B., Stably maintained dendritic
spines are associated with lifelong memories. Nature 462 (7275), 920
(2009).
18 Brown, C. E. et al., Extensive turnover of dendritic spines and
vascular remodeling in cortical tissues recovering from stroke. J
Neurosci 27 (15), 4101 (2007); Majewska, A. K., Newton, J. R., and
Sur, M., Remodeling of synaptic structure in sensory cortical areas in
vivo. J Neurosci 26 (11), 3021 (2006); Tropea, D., Majewska, A. K.,
Garcia, R., and Sur, M., Structural dynamics of synapses in vivo
correlate with functional changes during experience-dependent plas-
ticity in visual cortex. J Neurosci 30 (33), 11086 (2010).
110 Neuroinform (2011) 9:107–112additions or retractions.
21 Further automated quantitative
analysis of changes in length of dynamic structures required
the experimenter to manually assign an identification
number manually to each branch tip or spine and that the
same id number be maintained for the branch for all time
points.
22 Currently, quantitative analysis of time-lapse
imaging data is done predominantly by labor-intensive
comparisons of sequential pairs of 3 dimensional recon-
structions of structures from individual time-points until
reconstructions through the entire time-lapse sequence have
been compared. Each branch within the axonal or dendritic
arbor is assigned an identifier, each maintained branch is
Fig. 4 Analysis and presentation of data from time-lapse images of
dendritic arbor plasticity. a Dendritic arbor plasticity observed by in
vivo time-lapse images collected at 2 h intervals over 6 h. This
imaging protocol allows every branch in the arbor to be identified and
their dynamic behaviors to be presented in a chronogram (right).
Adapted from Wu and Cline, 1998. b Rearrangements of dendritic
arbor structures observed with images collected at 2-hour intervals
over 6 h permit a variety of representations of branch dynamics. Here,
branches were color coded according to their dynamics: the grey arbor
is stable throughout the imaging period, red branches were present at
the first image and disappeared by the last image, green branches were
transient, and yellow branches were added during the imaging period
and maintained to the final image. Adapted from Haas et al., 2006. c
Branch dynamics can be quantified as branch additions, extensions,
retractions, eliminations, and presented as the relative proportion of
branches with different behaviors under separate experimental
conditions
22 Bestman, J. E. and Cline, H. T., The Relationship between
Dendritic Branch Dynamics and CPEB-Labeled RNP Granules
Captured in Vivo. Front Neural Circuits 3, 10 (2009).
21 Haas, K., Li, J., and Cline, H. T., AMPA receptors regulate
experience-dependent dendritic arbor growth in vivo. Proc Natl Acad
Sci U S A 103 (32), 12127 (2006); Sin, W. C., Haas, K., Ruthazer, E.
S., and Cline, H. T., Dendrite growth increased by visual activity
requires NMDA receptor and Rho GTPases. Nature 419 (6906), 475
(2002); Lee, W. C. et al., Dynamic remodeling of dendritic arbors in
GABAergic interneurons of adult visual cortex. PLoS Biol 4 (2), e29
(2006); Lee, W. C. et al., A dynamic zone defines interneuron
remodeling in the adult neocortex. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A 105 (50),
19968 (2008).
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changes in each maintained branch are determined by
comparing measurements in the 3-dimensional datasets. In
addition, branches which either disappear or are added
during the imaging interval are noted, with the assignment
of new identifiers, as necessary (Fig. 4). Quantitative
analysis of time-lapse data requires particular care be
taken in the initial 3D reconstructions of the neuronal
structures, so the errors in the identification of branch
dynamic events do not arise from misidentification of
branches throughout the imaging sequence. In our
experience, computer-assisted manual reconstruction of
the entire dendritic or axonal arbor for a single time-
point of one neuron using commercially available
software takes from ~1–4 h depending on the complexity
of the neuronal morphology. As mentioned above,
alignment of reconstructions from multiple time-points
for dynamic analysis and quantitative analysis requires
that branchpoints, branch tips/spines/boutons have unique
identifiers that are propagated through the time-series.
Assignment and propagation of the identifiers through
two aligned reconstructions can take an additional 1–5h ,
again depending on the complexity and plasticity of the
structures. In addition to increasing the pace of quanti-
tative analysis of 4 D data sets, broadly applicable and
broadly available automated alignment and automated
quantitative analysis methods would significantly im-
prove the reproducibility of the analysis.
Some recent progress in automated analysis of time-
lapse image data has been made for comparison of neuronal
structures, based on algorithms to identify differences in
sequential 2 dimensional images with greater than 85%
accuracy.
1 Several major technical obstacles remain for
analysis of time-lapse 3 dimensional image data sets. One is
alignment of the complex neuronal arbors across different
time points. It is particularly difficult to align images of
complex structures over longer imaging intervals where
structural changes between subsequent 3D images may be
large (as in Fig. 3). A second technical issue is the
identification of persistent and new structures (branch tips,
boutons, spines) in sequential images. Despite the fact that
comparison of 3 dimensional data sets remains a significant
challenge, recent progress in a number of labs suggests that
semi-automated analysis of time-lapse images of neuronal
structures is a tractable problem within the near future.
Such automation will have a significant impact on the
ability to assess developmental, plasticity-induced, regres-
sive or therapeutic changes in nervous system structure and
will follow smoothly from the advances seen as a result of
the Diadem Challenge.
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